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Party card game The Epic Story of Blank & Blank offers heaps of 
fun for players aged 8-88. This card game has storytelling at its 
core, enabling players to lose themselves in a battle of imaginary 
world domination (and salvation) scenarios!

• Creativity: Use your imagination to come up with the most 
exciting stories.
• Endless fun: Each time you play this game, you can come up 
with different stories. Also, each game player brings different 
stories to the table.
• Hero or monster perspective: Each round one monster will 
plan his/her strategy for world domination (enslavement option-
al) and two other teams will provide a solution to this ‘problem’.
• Switching teams: After each round, teams will be reassembled 
to increase variation in storytelling.

@StoryBlankBlank

@StoryBlankBlank

The Epic Story of Blank & Blank

Join the kickstarter now!
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This survival simulator sandbox is based in a twisted voxel universe 
where science and magic co-exist. It follows the story of six procedurally 
generated people (called peons) who awake in a frozen hellscape with 
no memory of who they are. It’s up to the player to help them survive 
and eventually prosper.

• Attention to detail: clothes dynamically change when a peon changes 
them. Plants have different growth cycles – some grow during the day, 
others at night. Some peons snore. 
• Brutally hard: there are several customisable story tellers that can in-
fluence the game – throwing events at the player to keep the gameplay 
both fresh and challenging. 
• Complex machinery: with both science and magic working together to 
produce crazy and fantastic machines, the player can choose how to best 
employ them. 
• Modding: every aspect of the game can be changed via modding.
• Rich Lore: inspired by the works of H. P. Lovecraft, there is a detailed 
and complex lore. 

@FringePlanet

@BeeBug_Nic

Fringe Planet 
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Pilot Perils is a side-scrolling flying action-adventure game set in a 
steampunk world full of floating islands and exotic steam-powered ma-
chines. Take command of a steampunk flying machine and pilot through 
physics-based challenges on your quest to retrieve your stolen belong-
ings, so you can continue to make new inventions which might just save 
the world. 

• Explore: search for the components of your invention that will make the bro-
ken steampunk world of Alvor whole again.
• Challenges: overcome physics-based challenges with your flying machine. 
Use 3Touch control and avoid wacky mind-boggling obstacles.
• Play and go: easy to learn and a great snack for in-between.
• Experience Jack’s adventure (single player): fly across 15 levels, visit floating 
islands, each unique in theme and gameplay/ And that’s just the beginning of it..
• Try it for free: play the first of many adventures for free on your tablet. 

@pilot.perils

@Excalisoft

Pilot Perils
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Featuring a dark and absorbing cinematic single player experience, Crimson 
Resonance blends arcade gameplay with a more serious, thrilling tone. 
Battle your way through an eerie world using your foes as ammunition, 
requiring precision aiming and constant awareness.

• S torytelling: mystery is the leading theme. The world, story and controls are 
explained through gameplay, level design, audio and graphics (show, don’t tell).
• L evel design: the game is scripted and linear, presenting levels in cinematic 
episodes covering environmental themes such as deserts, caves and laborato-
ries. 
• Multi-functional weapon on an aircraft: suck up small hostile creatures and 
use them to destroy enemies. It can also carry various objects, opening up ways 
for simple physics based puzzles and other gameplay variations.
• Not your average shoot ’em up genre: the game focuses on a cinematic and 
isolated feel while featuring a unique multipurpose shooting system.
• Mysterious and darkened enemies: your enemies consist of an unknown 
organic material that is able to corrupt, infect and animate everything it touches.

@tweetalstudios

@StudiosTweetal

Crimson Resonance
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TerraGarden is a mobile game where you take on the role of a terrarium 
builder. The game lets you explore what goes into a terrarium as well as the 
different types of biomes that are available.

• Unique biomes: players can pick unique biomes and craft a personalized terrari-
um. The biomes will range from natural to magical and otherworldly biomes.
• Fluid customization options: in order for players to feel like they’re in control of 
the world, the developers want the UI and customization of the terrariums to be as 
smooth as possible.
• Meditative experience: relax and experience tranquility, with a relaxing 
soundtrack and smooth and soft colours within the game.
• Art style: immerse yourself in a lowpoly watercolour artstyle. 
• True to life: explore the biomes in the game and you’ll learn about its creation and 
what makes a thriving ecosystem.

@ spaghettigamesnl

@ GamesSpaghetti

TerraGarden
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Fight murderous Kaiju from the inside out as Mecha Maddox, destroyer of dip-
shits, with his tried-and-true method of dispatching idiots: violence. A mad life 
extension / transhuman entrepreneur, fur loving high fashion model, annoy-
ingly handsome indie game developer and New York Times Bestselling author 
Maddox (The Alphabet of Manliness) team up to deliver the ultimate game in 
the universe in a never seen before anatomically correct monster destroying 
game (it's true).

• Twinstick Shooter / Dungeon Crawler
• Multiple massive monster organ levels
• Epic and gross boss fights
• 8 unique weapons that can be paired up to create 28 unique combinations
• Play as the satirical overly masculine maddox to save his home town

Mecha Maddox

Website: mm-mmm.com
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Aether Void is a pen-and-paper, tabletop roleplaying game like Dun-
geons & Dragons. In this unique RPG, you can play as one of many races 
from three classic genres: Steampunk, Sci Fi, and Fantasy. The twist 
is this: the three planets for these genres are physically in the same 
universe! Orc Shamans can teleport to visit a battalion of Space marines 
while gentlemen of the Victorian Exploration League can go on Safari to 
hunt Elves and Dwarves.

• Elegant and easy to play rule system
• Three extensive worlds to explore
• Play a traditional class, or try the unique classless player options
• Find out what happens when Fantasy, Sci Fi and Steampunk collide?
• Rich backstory and history for all three planets

TheAethervoid

@AetherVoid

Æthervoid
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